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ABSTRACT
Current haptic feedback techniques on handheld devices

are applied to the finger pad or the palm of the user. These

state-of-the-art approaches are coarse-grained and tend to

be intrusive, rather than subtle. In contrast, we present a new

feedback technique that applies stimuli around the periphery

of the finger pulp, demonstrating how this can provide rich,

nuanced haptic information. We use a reconfigurable haptic

device employing a ferromagnetic marble for back-of-the de-

vice handheld use, which, for the first time, probes, without

instrumenting the user, the periphery of the distal phalanx

with localised stimulation. We present the design-space af-

forded by this new technique and evaluate the human-factors

of finger-peripheral touch interaction in a controlled user-

study. We report results with marbles of different diameters,

speeds and a combination of poking, lateral vibration and

patterns; present the resulting design guidelines for finger-

periphery haptic feedback; and, illustrate its potential with

use case scenarios.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer in-

teraction (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Haptic feedback is widely available in commercial hand-

held devices including smartphones and game-controllers.

Typically, this feedback has been used to provide the user

with either a touch input confirmation during a finger-press

or to provide a tactile notification to draw the attention of the

user to an alert or message. In current commercial devices,

the haptic stimulation for touch confirmation is applied on

the finger pad, i.e. the underside of the pulp at the end of the

finger. For tactile notification, the user receives the haptic

stimulation in their hand if they are holding the device, or

to the body or leg if the device is in the coat or trousers

pocket. Currently, the stimulation is generated using small

vibration motors that are programmed to provide vibrotactile

feedback. The granularity of both these forms of feedback is

relatively coarse. To provide more subtle and finer-grained

haptic outputs, researchers have considered a range of finger-

pad based displays [2, 12, 28]; and grasp oriented outputs

on mobile devices through dynamic haptic systems at the

edge of the mobile devices by changing their physical shape

[8, 19].

In order to afford a wider range of possible tactile elements

while accommodating the limited physical space available

on mobiles, researchers have recently proposed the notion of

using reconfigurable tactile elements [29]. These can emerge

from a hidden reservoir when needed, move to the finger to

provide haptic feedback, and then return to a hidden state

[26, 29]. In this work, inspired by reconfigurable approach,

we have developed a tactile element for back-of-device pleas-

ant and useful interactions as illustrated in the following

scenario:

Eve is messaging on her smartphone sitting in a trainwhile

holding it in one hand and inputting text with her thumb.

While she is immersed in the unfolding text conversation, a

small metal ball emerges from its dock on back of her phone.

It moves towards the upper-third of her index finger, and

slowly and gently rolls along from one side of her finger,

over the tip, to the other side to subtly notify her of how



Figure 1: Pulp Friction based haptic notification at the back

of a device from a route planner application.

much of her journey remains. In addition, the marble lightly

pokes the side of her finger to signify discrete locations at

frequently used stops and rubs her finger pulp when her

final stop is approaching.

This example then demonstrates the palette of possibil-

ities with the proposed approach using the extended area

provided by the finger pulp periphery with the ability to

provide locomotive, discrete poking and rubbing sensations.

The periphery of the finger pad is mostly concentrated with

type-2 mechanoreceptors. While less sensitive than the fin-

ger pad itself, it has the ability to discriminate between light

touches, skin stretches and tapping [11, 31]. In this paper,

we leverage it as a continuous surface to apply localized

spatio-temporal haptic stimulation and explore the extent

to which feedback on it can be perceived by users in a con-

trolled laboratory experiment. Our goal is to rigorously scope

the possible stimulation dimensions for usable perceptions

while the finger pad is touching a surface. To do this we have

built a motion controlled marble-based device and explore

different factors such as the localization, marble size and

motion speed. We present the results of the empirical user

study, design guidelines to shape future deployments and

illustrate the use of this new system through interaction and

application scenarios.

Previous work, such as [16] which conveyed bumps under

a finger, showed evidence that non-wearable device fingertip

haptic system could benefit user interaction. In this paper,

we explore a wider output space not yet identified or evalu-

ated. However, before tackling the technical challenge set by

shape change interfaces (e.g. [4]), we first seek to determine

the range and limitation of possibilities (in a similar fashion

to other work such as [27]). Our approach to free the finger

from any effector opens up the possibility of expansive, yet

targeted, feedback on a larger surface, compared to requir-

ing the user to wear a device which imposes a permanent

sensation on a finger and onto a constrained area.

The main contributions of this paper are:

• Exploring, for the first time, the use of the periphery

of the finger pad for haptic feedback,

• A new technique using a motion controlled marble for

haptic feedback,

• A controlled human-factor study informed by a design-

space specification,

• Guidelines to create a peripheral finger pad haptic

feedback system, illustrated by use-cases.

2 RELATEDWORK
In the most contempoary handheld devices, the entire device

vibrates to provide tactile feedback. This stimulus is coarse,

and is generated by a small eccentric rotating mass vibration

motor or a linear resonant actuator (as used in the Apple

Taptic Engine) [5]. Poupyrev et al. developed a piezoelectric

bending actuator (Touch Engine) for a similar effect [23]. In

spite of being coarse, such tactile feedback has been shown

to provide many useful applications. Complex vibration pat-

terns were presented in Ambient Touch for intelligent touch

notification, touch monitoring and tactile feedback during

gesture control, for instance [22]. Vibrotactile feedback has

also been shown to complement other output modalities, as

in their combination with GUI elements [21]. In this case,

as with others of this class, the user’s palm of the device

holding hand also receives the stimuli as opposed to a highly

localized feedback.

Localized tactile feedback
Instead of vibrating the entire device, tactile stimuli can be

generated on the device’s surface. In the electrovibration

technique, then, tactile feedback is given through the ca-

pacitive coupling with the finger pad when the user slides

the finger on the dielectric surface with a conductive under

layer [2, 24]. Meanwhile, in the electrocutaneous stimulation

technique, a mild DC current pulse is passed through the

finger pad to create tactile sensation when the user touches

the conductive surface [12]. In [28] an electric spark with

mild AC current pulses is used to stimulate a tactile sensa-

tion when the finger is hovering over the conductive surface.

All of these techniques use transparent surfaces and are par-

ticularly useful for touch interaction for a front of screen

task, e.g. , for touch confirmation on content notification. In

the case where the user is performing a task (e.g. typing on

the keyboard and receiving haptic confirmations) it might

be confusing and intrusive if additional haptic notifications

(such as the ones in our scenario) are presented via the same

medium. To overcome this, we, like others are considering
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Figure 2: The stimuli dimensions of Pulp Friction illustrated at the back of a phone. (a) Marbles coming to poke the finger

from different angles The left marble is rolling beside the finger describing a pattern. (b) Marbles poking and vibrating beside

the finger resulting in different sharpness of stimuli. (c) Marbles rolling beside the finger at different speeds. (d) Marbles of

different sizes contacting the finger periphery.

unobtrusive haptic feedback using the periphery, i.e. , edge

or back of the device.

Peripheral haptic devices
The electrovibration and electrocutaneous techniques men-

tioned above can be implemented at the periphery of a hand-

held device and it would not require a transparent surface on

touchscreen based devices. Khurelbaatar et al. used the elec-

trocutaneous tactile stimulation at the back of the device, for

instance, to avoid giving tactile feedback to the entire palm

[14]. The finger at the back of device receives the feedback

instead of the finger touching the screen. Thus, there could

be two channels - front and back - of tactile communication

using two fingers.

Recently, Jang et al. reported a tactile display at the edge

of mobile devices using small piezoelectric actuators to pro-

vide haptic force feedback for both information input and

output [8]. It created a rich haptic interaction experience

on the side of the device. The user interacts with multiple

fingers while holding the device in the same hand. There are

many other implementations on the edges of devices to stim-

ulate different haptic perceptions. Nakagawa et al. reported
a shape memory alloy based device for information input

as well as variable stiffness based haptic feedback [19]; and,

Luk et al. explored feedback through lateral skin-stretching

on the finger pad using piezoelectric actuators [17]. These

devices are attractive because they do not instrument the

user, however, the grip is modified and the user is required

to learn the new haptic interaction mode.

Wearable haptic devices for the finger
A number of wearable devices have been developed to pro-

vide haptic feedback around the finger, especially the index

finger’s proximal phalanx. Gupta et al. reported a ring that

clenches the finger using a shape memory alloy actuator

[6]. Je et al. and Pece et al. presented TactoRing, PokeRing

and MagTics to skin-drag and poke around the proximal

phalanx using a motorized tactor and electromagnetically

actuated pins respectively [9, 10, 20]. Je et al. studied user’s

ability to recognize distinct points around the finger and de-

signed spatio-temporal patterns for haptic feedback [9, 10].

Minamizawa et al. built and studied a two-ring haptic sys-

tem that provides kinesthetic feedback to the arm and tactile

feedback on top of a finger [18]. Culbertson et al. presented
WAVES a pair of voicecoil actuators embedded in a finger-

sleeve 3D guidance cues on the sides of the intermediate

phalanx [3].

Kim et al. report on the HapCube which provides nor-

mal and tangential pseudo force feedback using asymmetric

vibration on an enclosed finger [15]. Midair, e.g. , virtual

and augmented reality applications could benefit from this

approach. Karnik et al. explored the speed and direction as

the tactile communication channels in the probing finger

pad with a sliding corrugated surfaces giving shear force

feedback [13].

The Eone Bradley tactile watch gives time with reconfig-

urable tactile elements [1]. It uses two magnetic ball bearings

in two grooves, one on top and one on the side to display

the time. Two sub-surface magnetic stages motorized by the

mechanical actuation system of the watch control the mo-

tion of the ball bearings. The users locate the ball bearings

visually or tactually to know the time. The ball bearings are

constrained to the grooves and the users feel them as “bumps”

or as a sliding ball under their finger pads.

ShiftIO by Strasnick et al. is another closely related work

[29]. It presented permanent disk magnets around the edge

of a mobile device as the reconfigurable tactile elements.

The locomotion of the magnets was controlled using thin

flexible coils and switchable permanent magnets. The tactile

elements could output information visually and tactually. In

addition, it can sense touch input which allows the tactile

element to be used as physical controls such as a button. It

gives the haptic notifications as a “bump” to the user’s hand

as they grip the device.



In this paper, we detail a haptic device related to the tac-

tile watch; however, the ball bearing is not constrained to

a groove. Furthermore, unlike shiftIO and the tactile watch,

the tactile element is not designed to feel like a “bump”. That

is, we move ball bearings of different sizes in different pat-

terns on a flat surface. We stimulate the periphery of the

finger pulp with these patterns to convey a range of tactile

stimuli.

In all of the previous literature, the haptic feedback in

handheld devices is focussed on the finger pad or the palm.

Haptic stimulation applied to the periphery of the finger

pulp has not been reported. We believe that our technique

could offer two main advantages. The first advantage is that

it offers an additional peripheral channel for tactile feedback

near the finger pad. The second is the ergonomic advantage

where the users could receive multiple notifications without

changing their grip while holding the device.

3 DESIGN SPACE
The motivation of our work is to explore and identify the

possible dimensions than could be leveraged to convey in-

formation through the peripheral finger pad. This initial

survey would help us motivate guidelines for designers and

researchers to implement a reliable notification system with

greater throughput than the common binary vibration based

system. One motivation to use the periphery of the finger

pad is to propose a system that is not in conflict with current

and state-of-the-art haptic feedbacks.

In practice, such a system could be implemented using dif-

ferent technologies (e.g. liquid metal drops [26], pneumatic

buttons [7]). We propose a technology which can be easily

replicated using rapid prototyping. It employs a ferromag-

netic marble whose motion is controlled via a computer that

drives a magnetic stage. The technology is not used to create

a new haptic feedback device. It is used to demonstrate the

concept of peripheral finger pad haptic feedback and evalu-

ate it in a user study. We argue that it has good properties

for an initial study: it offers high control of different factors

which are presented next, and does not require to take any

precaution.

Dimensions
The dimensions that can be leveraged are closely related to

the motion and physical factors of the marble. Below, we

describe the principal dimensions that we considered.

Angle. The 1D surface formed by the periphery of the finger

pad is bent around the finger, which could be approximated

to an arc of an ellipse. Contacting the marble on that surface

brings an idea of localization that can be translated in direc-

tional motion. Different angles could be leveraged to convey

Figure 3: The prototype with its internal mechanism is

shown. In our experiments, it was flipped and fixed upside

down with the marble below the device.

different pieces of information (e.g. see the two rightmost

arrows of figure 2-a).

Sharpness. When contacting the finger pad, the sharpness

of the contact depends on the current motion of the marble.

The contact can be static if the marble is steadily pushing

into the finger pulp. It can be dynamic if the marble is rapidly

rolling bidirectionally along the finger pulp. These contact

characteristics could be used as different style of contact:

such as marble poking or marble vibrating (e.g. see figure 2-

b).

Pattern. The previous dimension describes localized contact.

On the other end of the spectrum, we find continuous contact.

Continuous contact describe a motion along that 1D surface

with the marble continuously in contact with the periphery

of the finger pad. In this mode, different motion patterns

could be leveraged (e.g. see the bottom arrow of figure 2-a).

Speed. A continuous motion on a surface implies a speed

at which the marble is moving. Speed is therefore a dimen-

sion of motion patterns that could be used to increase the

throughput (e.g. see figure 2-c).

Size. Finally, a marble is a physical spherical object that has

intrinsic physical dimensions. The most obvious one is its

size. Varying its diameter and therefore its size, is another

dimension that could be leveraged (e.g. see figure 2-d).

Others. Other dimensions such as the type of material of

the marble, or its surface roughness, stiffness, adhesion and

temperature etc. could be tested in order to increase the

throughput of the system. However, we chose the above

five dimensions in order to keep subsequent human factor

experiment feasible within a reasonable amount of time.



4 HARDWARE
In order to stimulate peripheral haptic feedback, we built

a prototype based on 4 mini DVD drive motors, metallic

rods, neodymium magnets and ball bearings (see figure 3).

The device controls the 2D position of a ball bearing within

a 5cm-side square area. The motors were placed on each

side of the square area and connected to an Arduino. Each

opposite pair was bound to a perpendicular metallic rod and

controlled the position of the rod along the side. A 3D printed

platform was created to slide along the rods sitting at the

intersection point. Neodymium magnets were glued atop of

the platform. The whole device was enclosed in a laser cut

box. A ferromagnetic ball bearing is placed on the box cover,

with the magnets below it under the box cover. Due to the

strong magnetic attraction, moving the platform rolled the

ball bearing on the box cover. To control the position of the

ball, we developed a C++ application with the Qt framework

that communicated via serial port of the computer with the

Arduino.

Prototype evaluation
We evaluated the prototype in the back-of-device operation

mode as it will be deployed for the user study. A marble

with 7 mm diameter was chosen which was the common

size for most participants. The motion of the marble was

captured 1080×1920 high definition at 250 frames per second

using a Sony RX10 III camera. Each frame of the movies was

converted to a grey scale image and the motion was tracked

using the imfindcircles function in Matlab. The distance

was calibrated using the dimensions of the enclosure. We

implemented two speed modes, slow and fast, based on a

pilot study to test binary detection with the users. Figure 4

(a) shows the measured motion of the marble in both speed

modes along one axis of the stage using two of the four linear

actuators. The speed values were measured to be 10.8 mm/s

and 21.4 mm/s in slow and fast modes. The noise amplified

by five times and offset of 5 mm is shown in Figure 4 (a). We

observed the 1/f noise below 10 Hz in the noise spectrum.

There was also a small peak in the noise spectrum around 6

Hz. The standard deviation of the noise was 0.26 mm. Both

the speed and vibration are generated by the stage. Similar

speed and vibration were measured with marbles of different

sizes.

We observed similar performance when the marble mo-

tion was controlled along the other axis of the stage using

the other two linear actuators. The general motion of the

marble is controlled by triggering the two axes alternatively.

This created minor oscillations in the marble motion. We

evaluated the prototype in various cross axis motions. A

clockwise and counterclockwise motion pattern used on the

user’s finger is shown in Figure 4 (b). We observed minor

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Measured position and noise (amplified and off-

set) of the marble in slow (blue) and fast (black) motion

mode. (b) Example of clockwise (black) and counterclock-

wise (blue) motion in both fast (left) and slow (right) mode.

hysteresis and intermittent oscillation at the higher speed

mode.

5 EXPERIMENT
We conducted a controlled experiment, targeted at assessing

what peripheral haptic feedback mechanisms can be lever-

aged to create passive notification.

Method, procedures and tasks
In this experiment, we asked 16 participants (40.8 mean age,

11.5 std dev, all right-handed, 6 females, only one computer

scientist, recruited at the local university campus) to char-

acterize various haptic stimuli. Our prototype was placed

upside down (i.e. ball bearings facing down and hidden from

the participant’s sight) on a stand in front of the participants.

Participants were asked to place their elbow on an arm rest

(to avoid the gorilla arm effect) and grab the device with

the index finger at the bottom and thumb on top similar

to holding their smart phone (see figure 6). We asked them

to slightly adjust the positioning of the prototype so that

the index finger would be placed at a known position and

orientation with respect to frame of reference of the proto-

type. The participant could see neither the motion nor the

size of the ball bearing. The goal is to evaluate participants’

ability to recognize various factors composing haptic stimuli

located on the peripheral parts of their fingertip pulp. In

addition, we also gathered qualitative data to describe how

the stimuli were perceived.

After explaining the procedure to the participant, the ex-

perimenter asked the participant to place their index finger

on the surface of the experimental device. The device em-

bedded a 3D printed guide that helped placing the finger at

a known orientation (e.g. perpendicular to the edge) and a

tiny hole that gave a reference point when placing the pad

of the finger. Those two features were added to ensure a con-

sistent placement of the finger across the experiment. The

experimenter then used a digital caliper to measure the di-

mensions of the finger while placed and slightly squeezed on



the surface of the device. The measurements were: the width,

depth and elevation of the finger. These measurements were

used to adapt the stimuli to the different finger morpholo-

gies. Once the measurements were taken, the experimenter

played different stimuli to the participants to ensure the mea-

surements accuracy. In practice, this tailoring could be done

by measuring the fully pressed finger print size using a touch

sensor.

The experiment was composed of two parts, each focusing

on a particular type of stimuli. The first part aimed at assess-

ing participants’ ability to recognize localized contact points.

We used a ball bearing with a diameter corresponding to

65% of the elevation of the finger
1
(rounded to the closest

integer in millimeters). This part was composed of 20 stimuli

varying 2 factors. The first factor was the Angle between

the axis of the finger and the general direction of the motion

centered in the middle of the first phalanx, which describes

the location at which the ball bearing was touching the fin-

ger. Angle varied from −90° to 90
°
with a 20

°
increment (10

different angles in total). The second factor was Type which

describes 2 different types of sharpness: Poke where the ball

bearing performed a single contact with the finger lasting

100ms; and Vibration where the ball bearing performed

a vibration composed of 5 localized back and forth roll in

contact with the finger. The poking force depended on the

skin stiffness of the users. However the prototype could exert

a maximum 0.1N force. Similarly, the stage vibrated by 3mm

but the actual vibration in contact with the skin depended

on the skin friction of the users.

After each stimuli and using a custom made application

(see figure 6), we asked participants to place markers on a

virtual finger in order to record: the location and the surface

covered on which they felt the stimuli. We also asked them

to rate on a 5-points Likert scale How strong was the stimulus
(from very weak to very strong) and How comfortable was
the stimulus (from very uncomfortable to very comfortable).

The second part aimed at assessing participants’ ability

to recognize patterns. This part was composed of 20 stimuli

varying 3 factors. The first factor was the Pattern which

describes the motion followed by the ball bearing along the

finger. The different Patterns were (figure 5): rolling from

the left part of the pulp to the right part of the pulp in a

Clockwise motion, its Counter-Clockwise counter-part,

rolling up and down on the Left or Right part of the pulp,

and rolling left and right on the Top part of the pulp. The

second factor was Speed which describes the speed at which

the ball bearing was rolling on the surface. It has 2 different

values
2
: Slow (11mm.s−1) and Fast (21mm.s−1). The third

1
65% of the elevation corresponds approximately to the height at which the

finger is the widest.

2
We chose the speeds in function of our device mechanical constraints, but

also to ensure that the marbles would not fall due to sudden accelerations.

RIGHT

TOP

LEFT COUNTER

CLOCKWISE

CLOCKWISE

Figure 5: Different Patterns used in the experiment. Fin-

gers are seen from the pulp side. Each arrow schematically

represents the motion described by the marble.

Figure 6: User study setup. In the background, application

used by the user to describe their perception of the stimuli.

factor was Size which describes the size of the ball bear-

ing. We chose two different sizes of ball bearing diameter

corresponding to 40% and 90% the elevation of the finger
3

(rounded to the closest integer in millimeters).

After each stimuli and using the same custom made ap-

plication (see figure 6), we asked participants to select the

pattern they recognized from a list, identify the size of the

ball bearing using a visual comparison between a virtual

representation of the ball bearing and an at-scale virtual

representation of each participant’s finger, and identify the

speed of the ball bearing from a list of 2 items (both speeds

were demonstrated to the participants during the initial ex-

planations). We also asked them to rate on a 5-points Likert

scale How strong the stimuli was (from very weak to very

strong) and How comfortable the stimuli was (from very un-

comfortable to very comfortable).

Throughout the experiment, a webcam pointed at the sur-

face of the device was streaming the positioning of the finger

to the experimenter who could, if needed, ask the participant

to reposition their finger if they had shifted it. In both parts,

3
We chose these sizes to be centered around 65% (±25%).



Factor Definition

Angle Angle between the axis of the finger and the general

direction of the motion centered in the middle of the

first phalanx.

GuessedAngle Angle recognized by the participants.

Type Type of stimuli: Poke or Vibration. Poke+Vibration

is the aggregation of both.

Surface Surface on the periphery of the finger pad on which

participant felt the stimuli.

Pattern Motion followed by the ball bearing along the finger:

Clockwise, Counter-Clockwise, Left, Right or Top.

Speed Speed at which the ball bearing was rolling: Slow or

Fast.

Size Diameter of the ball bearing: Small or Large.

ErrorSize Absolute difference in mm between the recognized di-

ameter and the actual one.

Strength Perceived strength of the stimuli.

Comfort Perceived comfort of the stimuli.

Table 1: Summary of the tested factors.

when a trial was completed, the experiment setup automat-

ically progressed to the next stimuli and the experimenter

systematically removed the ball bearing used before placing

the next one (even if the same was used several time in row)

to avoid giving up cues on the size between 2 successive

trials. Participants had noise canceling headphones and were

played a white noise sound to cover the noise made by our

hardware. On average each trial took 30 seconds to complete.

The experiment ended after a brief debriefing session. In

total, the experiment lasted approximately 40 minutes.

Half of the participants started with the first part of the

experiment and the other half with the second part. Within

each part, participants were presented the different stimuli

in a pseudo-random order. The experimental design was: 10

Angles × 2 Types + 2 Sizes × 2 Speeds × 5 Patterns = 40

stimuli per participant.

6 RESULTS
This section reports statistical analysis testing of the differ-

ent dimensions aforementioned. We discuss the results and

the feasibility of leveraging these different dimensions for

a peripheral finger pad haptic feedback system in the next

section. We summarise all the tested factors in table 1.

Angle
Our goal in this analysis was to identify the number of dif-

ferent angles we can reliably recognize. To analyze the main

effects, we conducted standard within-subjects RM-ANOVA

tests on the measured variable GuessedAngle. We used the

ezANOVA package in the ez R environment. When signif-

icant effects were found, we carried out post-hoc analyses

using Tukey tests. The mean GuessedAngle for all Angles

are summarized in figure 7.

For Type Poke+Vibration (i.e. aggregation of all Poke

and Vibration trials), Poke and Vibration, we ran three

separated tests and found a significant main effect of Angle

(F9,15 = 159.7 and p < 0.001; F9,15 = 75.3 and p < 0.001;
F9,15 = 83.1 and p < 0.001). We conducted post-hoc analysis

to identify the Angles that could be statistically discrimi-

nated for all Type. When significantly different, all p < 0.04.
Figure 8 summarizes the different clusters found.

Touch resolution
Our goal in this analysis was to identify possible differences

of touch resolution depending on the Angle of contact. We

used RM-ANOVA and Tukey tests on the measured variable

Surface (i.e. surface on the periphery of the finger pad on

which they felt the stimuli).

For Type Poke+Vibration and Vibration, we found a

significant main effect of Angle (F9,15 = 2.8 and p < 0.005;
F9,15 = 2.9 and p < 0.004). We conducted post-hoc analysis

to identify the Angles that could be statistically discrimi-

nated. For Poke+Vibration, the Angle 70
°
was significantly

different from −30° and 30
°
(all p < 0.04). For Vibration,

the Angle 70
°
was significantly different from 30

°
(p < 0.04).

There was no significant main effect of Angle for Poke

(F9,15 = 0.9 and p = 0.49). Figure 9 summarizes the Surface

of Poke and Vibration in function of Angle.

Patterns
Figure 10 summarizes the recognition rates of the different

Patterns. The overall recognition rate is 92.4%. 8 partici-

pants achieved a 100% recognition rate and 5 participants

committed 2 or less errors.
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Figure 7: Mean GuessedAngle and standard deviation for

each stimuli Angle. The results can be visualized for the

combination and each Type of sharpness (Poke and Vi-

bration). The red line represents the ideal case where

GuessedAngle and Angle are equal.
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Figure 8: Angle discrimination for the combination and

each Type of sharpness (Poke and Vibration). Red arc rep-

resent groups of angles that cannot be differentiated. For in-

stance, an arc spanning from −90° to −50° means that −90°,

−70° and −50° cannot be differentiated. Indented red arcs

show the beginning of a new zone that can be discriminated.

Size
Our goal in this analysis was to identify how far apart ball

diameters should be to reliably differentiate them. We used

RM-ANOVA on the measured variable ErrorSize (i.e. the

absolute difference in mm between the recognized diameter

and the actual one). The mean ErrorSize for all Patterns

are summarized in figure 10.

For ErrorSize, we found no significant main effect of

Pattern (F4,15 = 0.5 and p = 0.76). The average ErrorSize
is 2.1mm (SD 1.4mm).

Speed
Our goal in this analysis was to identify if we would reliably

differentiate two different speeds. We used RM-ANOVA on

the measured variable SpeedRecognition (i.e. 1 if the right

speed was recognized, 0 otherwise).

For SpeedRecognition, we found no significant main

effect of Pattern (F4,15 = 0.2 and p = 0.94). The average
SpeedRecognition is 0.33mm (SD 0.5mm).
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Figure 9: Mean recognized Surface and standard deviation

for each stimuli Angle. The results can be visualized for

each Type of sharpness (Poke and Vibration).
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and standard deviation for the different Patterns.

Strength
Our goal in this analysis was to explore the perceived strength

of the different stimuli. To analyze the main effects, we con-

ducted standard Kruskal-Wallis H-test tests on the measured

variable Strength. We used the scipy stats library in the

Python environment. When significant effects were found,

we carried out post-hoc analyses using T-test tests. The dis-

tributions of the perceived Strength for all Type, ball Sizes

and Patterns are summarized in figure 11.

We found a significant main effect of Type (Kru = 39.1
and p < 0.001). We conducted post-hoc analysis to identify

the Types that could be statistically discriminated: all pairs

between Poke (m = 2.5, SD = 1.1), Vibration (m = 3.3,
SD = 1.1) and Pattern (m = 2.9, SD = 1.1) were signifi-
cantly different (all p < 0.001).

We found a significant main effect of ball Size (Kru = 67.0
and p < 0.001). The respective mean and standard deviation

were: Small (m = 2.4, SD = 1.0) and Big (m = 3.4, SD = 1.0).
We found no significant main effect of the different Pat-

terns (Kru = 6.4 and p = 0.17), nor significant main effect

of Angles for the different Types Poke+Vibration, Poke

and Vibration (all Kru < 15.5 and all p > 0.07).
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Figure 11: Mean (in gray) and quartiles of the Strength

variable in function of the Patterns, Roll and each Type

of sharpness (Poke and Vibration) and the two Sizes.

Comfort
Our goal in this analysis was to explore the perceived com-

fort of the different stimuli. We used Kruskal-Wallis H-test

and T-test tests on the measured variable Comfort. The dis-

tributions of the perceived Comfort for all Type, ball Sizes

and Patterns are summarized in figure 12.

We found a significant main effect of ball Size (Kru = 8.4
and p < 0.02). The respective mean and standard deviation

were: Small (m = 3.1, SD = 0.9) and Big (m = 3.4, SD = 0.8).
We found no significant main effect of Type (Kru = 4.4

and p = 0.11), nor significant main effect of the different

Patterns (Kru = 2.7 and p = 0.62), nor significant main

effect of Angles for the different Types Poke+Vibration,

Poke and Vibration (all Kru < 5.5 and all p > 0.78).

Interview
During the interview, we asked participants how confident

they were when reporting the guessed angle, the surface

covered and the pattern. 13 of them said that they felt “pretty”

or “very” confident in general. However one participant said

“I was pretty confident. Sometime I was not quite sure but

I double thought it and I got it”. Out of the 13, three stated

that recognizing the surface covered was somehow more

challenging. Another one said “I was confident with the

[angle] but it was harder with the weak touches”. The three

participants that were not so confident said: “It was quite

challenging in general, I sort of remember what it was like.

Strangely enoughwhen I look towardmy finger, even though

hidden, I would bemore accurate”; “I was pretty confident but

not that much in the end because starting to have numbness

in the finger after a while.”; and “I think I did pretty good for

the patterns. For the [angle] it felt as if it was always on the

tip of my finger”.

Two of our participants had overhanging fingernails (3mm

and 1.5mm). We asked them a specific question on the dif-

ference of sensation between the nail part and the skin. The

first one said “It was the same kind of sensation between the

nail and the skin”. The second one said “Sensation on the

nail were the same as on the skin”.

While choosing the set of patterns, we narrowed down

the selection to the presented five in order to keep the ex-

periment under a reasonable time limit. However, we ideally

wanted to test one way pattern on each side on the tip of the

finger, suspecting that participants would be able to tell the

difference. We therefore asked them if they would have been

able to differentiate those one way patterns. 15 of them were

“definitely sure” or “pretty confident” they would have been

able to do so. The last participant told us that he used the

2-way motion to confirm the side and disambiguate between

the side and circular patterns, and therefore “don’t know if

[he] would have been able to”.
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7 DISCUSSION
With the Pulp Friction study we aimed at exploring the use

of the finger pad periphery for haptic feedback. Using the

periphery of the finger has the advantage of expanding the

realm of haptic feedback as it is not concurrent with existing

feedback which are applied to finger pad or palm. We argue

that one could still use the phone vibration mode alongside

our marble multiplying the possibilities. Our objective was

to layout the different dimensions that could be leveraged

for a new haptic notification system, as well as proceeding

in an initial test of these different dimensions. We compile

our findings into a set of initial guidelines.

Angle and sharpness. Figure 8 shows the distinct zones

of the GuessedAngle variable that the participants per-

ceived for poke, vibration and combined poke and vibra-

tion modes. For reliable haptic feedback, the designers could

choose non-consecutive zones. For example, -90
°
to -70

°
, -

30
°
to -10

°
, 10

°
to 30

°
and 50

°
to 90

°
for vibration could be

selected. When using a discrete poking stimuli, up to five

different angles, e.g. -90
°
, -30

°
, 0

°
, 30

°
and 90

°
can be chosen

spread around the finger. This number drops to four, e.g. -90
°
,

-30
°
, 30

°
and 90

°
when using a discrete vibrating stimuli. This

result correlates the fact that vibration feels more spread
than poking. Looking at the analysis of the Surface variable,

we are not able to characterize the haptic resolution of the

periphery. However when looking at the figure 9, especially

the vibration data, one could hypothesize that away from

the finger tip, haptic resolution is less.

More studies should be carried out to either infirm or

confirm this hypothesis.

Patterns. According to the analysis of the Pattern recog-

nition alongside participants comments, designers can accu-

rately rely on our five proposed patterns as well as orienta-

tion versions of the Left,Right andTop Patterns.When ob-

serving the participants, we noticed that the lack of attention

after a certain number of trials, as well as a confusion due to

their mental representation of the Clockwise and Counter-

Clockwise Patterns can partly explain not achieving a

100% recognition score. If we assume that certain partici-

pants were confused between Clockwise and Counter-

Clockwise, the recognition rate for both increased to 98.4%,
and the overall rate to 95.9%.

Size. The average ErrorSize found was 2.1mm with a

standard deviation of 1.4mm. Designers can therefore con-

sider that users are able to differentiate sizes that are more

than 5mm of diameter apart.

Speed. Our findings on Speed did not show any abilities

in differentiating our 2 speeds. Our speeds revealed to be too

close, but further testing needs to be done. We hypothesis

that speeds more than 10mm.s−1 apart could be differenti-

ated.

Strength. Our analysis showed that there are differences

in strength of the stimuli felt by the participants. Designers

could therefore use Vibration for stronger stimuli rather

than Poke. They could also use bigger marbles to convey a

stronger stimuli.

Comfort. In terms of comfort, our analysis did not show

any evidence supporting differences of comfort between

stimuli (apart for the Size). Therefore, designers should only

consider using Small marbles if necessary (e.g. conveying

critical application states).

Although this should be taken carefully aswe only had two

participants with long fingernails, we expected fingernails

to affect the ability to sense the stimuli. However it did not

seem to be the case.

Use case scenarios
We envision the use of the finger pad periphery as a new hap-

tic notification system. In the following, we present several

use cases in which such a system could be used. All of these

use cases were also mentioned by our participants during

the debriefing.

Discrete notifications. With current implementations,

devices deliver notification from different applications at

the same level. Whether a smartphone receives a notifica-

tion for an email, a text message or a news application, the

whole device vibrates. In order to disambiguate the stimuli,

users are required to pull their phone out of their pocket and

visually check the type of the notification. Using our hap-

tic notification system, when feeling a vibration, users can

discretely filter notifications by simply sensing the marble

from their pocket. Using strong magnets and small marbles

such in-pocket notification could be implemented. One par-

ticipant referred to it as an alternative to phone notifications
which would convey more information discretely and without
looking.

Eye-free compass.When discovering a new city, appli-

cations such as Google map are often used to navigate from

current location to a point of interests (e.g. conference centre,

train station, etc.). After having set the destination, users are
required to switch their focus from their surroundings to

their phone in order to orientate themselves. In order to keep

their visual focus on their surroundings, our haptic notifi-

cation system could act as a compass. While keeping their

phone in their pockets, the marble could vibrate left, front or

right to indicate which way to go at a crossing. Again strong

magnets and small marbles could be used for this in-pocket

implementation. One participant particularly stressed that

such a system would be eye-free and in your pocket, keeping
the user aware and preventing phone-snatching. Another

participant even envisioned this compass system useful for

navigating in games with open-worlds.



Accessibility features.Most of the accessibility features

implemented in commercial devices use visual modifications

that could potentially reduce the available screen real estate

(e.g. increasing the font size, use of amagnifier, etc.). Similarly,

using the peripheral haptic channel could help conveying

information or awareness on the current state of the device

to visually impaired users. However it would not consume

screen space. For instance, a gentle left roll on the finger

could indicate a spelling mistake in the current message and

a right roll could indicate that the message cannot be sent

because of network issues.

Limitations and future work
In this paper, we started tackling the design space enabled by

the peripheral haptic channel. Although we tested several di-

mensions, keeping our user study under a reasonable amount

of time imposed some constraints. Our study helped identi-

fying which dimensions are suitable candidates to leverage.

However, further studies focusing on only one dimension are

needed to fully characterize the design space. Furthermore,

dimensions such as the type of material composing the mar-

ble, the surface roughness, the surface stiffness, adhesion and

temperature still needs to be tested. Our current guidelines

are therefore meant to be iteratively refined.

In the study, the marble movement was tweaked for each

participants based on their morphology and the imposed

position of the finger. Our setup was tailored for a single

user and could not be dynamically updated. However, one

could imagine the use of a touch sensor to track the finger

position, orientation and morphology using a system such

as AnglePose [25] to dynamically adapt the stimuli.

On a similar note, the hardware we used required the mar-

bles to be manually put on the surface by the experimenter.

In order for such a system to be viable, the hardware could

be improved to include a docking mechanism at the edge of

the device that would store marbles of different sizes. Going

even further, since we rely on the use of magnets, one could

envision to expand the area of operation reachable by the

marbles to other faces of the device. The footprint of the

current mechanism could be reduced and integrated into a

mobile device by using smaller stepper motors and deploy-

ing them at the edges away from the hand grip. This would

allow storing the marble at the edge of a device. A different

drive mechanism with a matrix of planar electromagnetic

coils could reduce the profile further [29].

Our current prototype imposes several limitations to con-

vey subtle notifications. The four linear actuators create vi-

brations which are transmitted through the enclosure. A

vibrotactile sensation is felt on the user’s finger pad and the

palm while moving the marble in different patterns. The sen-

sation was constant during uniform velocity. However, cer-

tain tactile cues could be discerned if the velocity is changed

rapidly. However, the pilot testings indicated that this sen-

sation was weak and did not affect the sensation at the fin-

ger periphery. The vibration could be further reduced by

mounting the actuators with adequate damping. The linear

actuators also created audible noise. The participants used

a headphone with white noise audio during the study. In a

practical implementation of the technique, a silent operation

of the marble is desired.

The current prototype was built to evaluate the haptic

feedback technique. It imposes several limitations which

need to be addressed before it could be deployed on a hand-

held device. One requirement is to hold the existing devices

with minimally altering our grip. The size of the prototype

could be reduced using smaller and thinner actuators. Indi-

vidual mini motors could consume between 0.3–2.7 W power.

Smooth trajectories for the patterns and efficient transmis-

sion of motion from the motors to the magnetic stage is

required for low-power operation. In this way compact dri-

ver circuits could be developed due to low heat generation.

Subtle input using the marble could also be implemented by

placing a 2-axis magnetic sensor with flexible wiring on top

of the disc magnets [30].

8 CONCLUSION
We presented Pulp Friction, a new haptic feedback modality

that uses localized stimulation at the periphery of the finger

pad. We proposed a technology using a motion controlled

marble to demonstrate and explore the usability of Pulp Fric-

tion. Our empirical experiment indicated that users would

be able to perceive localized haptic feedback in up to five

peripheral zones on the finger pulp for poking and vibration;

discriminate between poking and vibration; and, at least five

different locomotive patterns around their finger. We provide

design space description and design guidelines to leverage

peripheral haptic channel, and use case examples for future

implementation of Pulp Friction.
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